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Rueda 2024 Top 100

Dear Friends,

Once again, we are proud to share some more good news. As you already know, at Familia Martínez Bujanda we have always been 
focused on producing Estate wines and taking care of our environment in the best possible way. Among other things, to transform 
our spaces into idyllic places for receiving visitors.

For this reason, we are happy to see our work rewarded with two new recognitions, both given by one of the world’s most influential 
personalities in the sector, Tim Atkin MW. On one hand, appreciating our wines and, on the other, rewarding our work in wine 
tourism considered by Atkin as the best initiative in the entire DO Rueda.

The British wine critic has included our wines among the best in the Denomination. In his first report about the region, he has listed 
a top 100 from among more than 300 wines that he has tasted together with her partner Beth Willard and on it, our wines have a 
well-deserved prominence.

Here we provide you with the scores obtained and their corresponding tasting descriptions.

Finally, we want to highlight the award obtained as “Best Wine Tourism Initiative”. In such a dynamic production area as the D.O. 
Rueda and with the support of a great Wine Route, to be chosen as the best winery for wine tourism is matter of pride, confirmation 
of a well done job and an incentive to 
continue improving and offering the best 
experience to all our clients and friends. 
There are many things that distinguish 
us, but to highlight one, it would be the 
vertical tastings that we offer and in which 
participants taste different vintages of 
the same wine and, thus, verify the great 
aging capacity of our wines. Something 
that, according to Atkin, was what had 
surprised him the most about the D.O. 
Rueda.

As always, we are at your full disposal for 
anything you may need. 
With our best wishes,

Diego Martínez
Commercial Director

• Finca Montepedroso Verdejo 2022 – 92 points -  This is the young, ‘entry’ level wine from Finca Montepedroso and represents 
a lot of wine for the price. It is direct with punchy acidity and stony freshness, representing the typicity  of the vineyards around 
the town of Rueda. There’s a delicious green apple crunch with lots of palate weight and intensity while the wine finishes citrussy 
fresh. A more structured and serious wine than many at this price point. 

• Montepedroso Enoteca 2020 - 93 points - Winemaker Lauren Rosillo aims to make an unadulterated Verdejo representing 
the full potential of the Finca Montepedroso estate. Grapes are selected from some of the best parcels on different soil types 
which produce a less aromatic but more mineral and structured wine. The wine sees no oak but is aged on lees in concrete 
eggs, and there is a definite stony texture along with notes of incense and bay leaf. Lots of drive and indications that the wine 
will continue to age gracefully.

https://familiamartinezbujanda.com/en/shop/wines/whites-and-sweets/finca-montepedroso-verdejo
https://familiamartinezbujanda.com/en/shop/wines/whites-and-sweets/montepedroso-enoteca

